SECTION 6

Brokers and Distributors:
Who are they?
How do they operate?

Section 6

The Role of Distributors and
Brokers

One of the more difficult challenges facing a
producer, food marketing company or food
processor is both finding representation at
retail and working out the logistics of getting
the finished product to retail stores, either in a
specific region or nationally. Content in Section
6 will focus on how to assist producers, food
marketing companies and food processors in
the task of determining if a broker or distributor
is the correct fit for their organization’s product
distribution plan.

Obtaining an appointment to present your
food product to a store owner or food buyer is
often a difficult task and presents many small
companies with a seemingly insurmountable
challenge. Many companies have found that
developing a contractual relationship with a
well established food distributor, or food broker
can prove invaluable in securing presentation
meetings with food retailers. Due to a lack of
time, many independent food retailers and
chain buyers are usually reluctant to deal
with smaller vendors and prefer to deal with a
distributor or broker who represents multiple
lines of products.

The various functions of brokers and distributors
in the food industry have many commonalities
but they also differ in some critical areas. The
primary differences are in the purchasing,
storage and movement of product. Distributors
in the food industry are often called “the truck
to the door” and they focus on the physical
movement of product (cases) to retail outlets.
Brokers are referred to as the “hired guns” that
focus on the building of sales and programs at
retail and are not responsible for the purchase,
storage or distribution of a principle’s products.

It is important to
understand that the
average retail food buyer
may be responsible
for managing products
from as many as 400
companies over several categories of products.
An independent store manager, owner or
buyer may be responsible for purchasing and
monitoring several thousand products. Many
chain buyers and store owners receive dozens
of e-mails and phone calls per day, so do not
be offended if they do not call you back or if
their assistant takes your call or answer’s your
e-mail.

The approach to brokers and distributors is
similar in concept to the approach taken for
independents and major retailers.

The vast majority of new grocery product lines
are presented to food and general merchandise
retailers by either the principle vendor (owner
or senior manager of the food company)
in partnership with a food distributor’s
representative, or by the distributor’s
representative alone. When a food broker
rather than a distributor is contracted by a food
company, the product is jointly presented by
both the principal and the food broker or by the
broker alone.
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However, when dealing with independent food
stores, it is not uncommon for the owner or
manager of the food company to present their food
products directly to the store owner or store buyer.
It is also quite common, when getting started, for
the vendor to arrange all the shipping, handling
and invoicing of the products purchased by the
stores.
But over time, and as the business expands, many
companies look for alternative ways of selling or
shipping to the stores. These companies often
begin to search for a broker to help with the sales
to the stores or a
distributor to handle
the sales, shipping
and servicing of
the products to
retailers in a specific
geographic area or
to a specific class of
retail trade.
What Do They Do?
The food distributor derives income from the
purchasing and physical distribution of products.
The products are purchased from a vendor and
resold to a retailer with a 15%-40% margin applied
to the product. The margin derived from the
difference between the sale price to the retailer
and the purchase price from the vendor is used
to pay for the operations of a distributor. Those
operations include soliciting orders, customer
service, stocking inventory and delivering the
products and carrying the receivables.
The broker derives income from commissions
received on the sale and delivery of product. The
commissions are paid by the vendor on the “net
invoice sales” (after all deductions) of products
shipped to a retailer. The broker invests time and
resources to solicit orders, develop programs, deal
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with store issues and represent the interests of
the principle. The broker does not earn income
until products are shipped to a retailer. In many
cases, the broker does not get paid until the
principle is paid. This process is called “pay on
pay”.
Distributors and brokers receive numerous
requests each year from a wide range of both
established and start up food companies to
enter into a distribution or broker agreement.
In any given year most brokers and distributors
in Canada will take on new lines, while
eliminating non-profitable
or non-performing lines of
products. In order to be
successful in recruiting the
right distributor or broker
to represent a companies
products it is required that the
principle of the company do
some research in the market
place as to the right distributor
or broker.
Distributors and Brokers Specialize
Most distributors and brokers carve out a
niche for themselves by specializing in a type
of food product or a class of trade such as
mass merchant, general merchandise, big
box etc. Some distributors for example may
focus on the health food products while others
focus on frozen products or beverages. Other
distributors may focus on fresh products such
as dairy and vegetables, and many distributors
only stock shelf stable grocery products such
as pasta, sauces, juices and canned goods.
Brokers, like distributors, often specialize in
specific classes of products and generally
represent a limited number of “lines” in these
categories. Brokers are not responsible for
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invoicing, programs, or distribution of the
product at retail. Brokers will often specialize
in a group of retail customers and are often
reluctant to “pioneer” new lines without an
incentive such as a monthly retainer fee to
cover start up expenses or a high commission
rate to compensate for the small volumes of a
new line.

recommendations as to which distributor
and broker is providing the service that they
require or is one of the primary distributor for
products in that section of the store. In many
cases, an independent store will deal with two
or three main distributors and several brokers.
Ask the stores, both managers and staff, for
recommendations on distributors and brokers
and the names of contacts or a reference.
Generally you will begin to build a consensus
as to which distributor or broker will meet your
needs after visiting 6 -10 stores.

Finding the Right Distributor or Broker
Finding the right distributor or broker for your
product can be difficult, or easy, depending
on the success of your product at retail,
developed consumer demand for the product,
your company’s management expertise, and
your companies financial and human resources
available for developing the market for the
product. Success at retail will also be directly
related to the ability of your company to supply
the product on time and at a 95% “fill rate” or
better.

Remember to have an “elevator pitch” ready for
your products when talking to retailers. They
will want to know where your product fits (the
category) at retail so that they can recommend
the right broker or distributor. It is also a good
method of introducing your product to the
target retailers.
Trades Shows

Distributor’s and broker’s sales representatives
have a very limited amount of time, 45 minutes
per store on average, in front of a retailer.
The representatives’ objective is to maximize
the return on their time per sales call by
way of sales dollars (distributors) or sales
commissions (brokers).

Industry trade shows are a very important
source of information on distributors and
brokers. It is advisable to walk industry
trade shows when looking for distributors.
Often the larger distributors will rent a block
of trade booths in one area of the show for
the companies that they represent. The
principles of the distribution company will be
in attendance in these areas and are usually
available for a discussion.

Companies that do not have a good or
growing retail demand for their products, or
with products that do not have strong points of
differentiation, or that do not have the financial
resources to support the pull of the products at
retail, will generally find it very difficult to recruit
good distributors and brokers.
Start at Targeted Retailers
A good place to begin the research into finding
the right distributor or broker is at the stores
that you have targeted for distribution. Talk to
the staff and management and ask for their
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It is always very useful to talk to non-competing
companies at the show as to their experience
with various distributors or brokers. Most
companies will be quite helpful as long they do
not see you as a potential competitor.

of the association prior to being able to access
association resources. Unlike in the U.S., many
Canadian trade associations do not provide
membership lists to other members of the
association.

Remember to respect trade show etiquette;
do not enter a competitors booth unless
asked and do not ask questions of a
companies representative if a customer
comes into the booth.

Limited Options
In many cases a
company’s options as
to which distributor or
broker to approach
will be very limited
as there are only a
small number of qualified distributors and brokers
in each market. In most instances the broker or
distributor may choose not to represent or carry
a company’s complete range of food products.
It is usually best to agree to start with a limited
range of product with a broker or distributor and
build the assortment based on the success at
retail rather than keep searching for a distributor
that will stock the complete range of a company’s
products.

Value Chain Contacts
Value chain contacts can prove invaluable
in the search for a distributor or broker. In
many cases value chain partners will have
industry contacts and connections that can be
accessed to find the right fit in a distributor or
broker. The fit is important from a personnel,
business philosophy, and channel of distribution
perspective. A company with a quality message
may not be the right fit for a distributor that sells
only on price.

How They Work
Broker
Brokers derive their income primarily from
commissions earned on the delivery of products
to retailers from whom they have solicited orders
on behalf of a company that they represent. In
meeting with a potential broker the critical areas
of discussion are the commission or fee structure,
the number of companies represented, and the
class of trade in which the broker solicits business. The broker will want to know the ability of
the client to deliver product on time, and
complete, to the retailers and support retail
programs that will enhance the “pull” off the shelf.

Trade Contacts
Trade associations such as the Canadian
Association of Independent Grocers, the
Canadian Health Food Association, Canadian
Restaurant Association, and various food
processing and manufacturing associations
across Canada, can be an excellent source
of information on distributor and brokers. It
is often a requirement to become a member
4
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If the product line is not delivered on time and/
or does not have a high fill rate, or has an issue
with quality or does not “turn” at retail then a
broker’s ability to introduce future lines into the
marketplace will be jeopardized. In addition,
volumes with other lines may be impacted
as the brokers’ credibility has now been
undermined.
Established Line or Pioneering
Commission Rate or Retainer Fee

An established line, one with current distribution
and ongoing retail sales, is much easier to
introduce to new retail customers than a new
line of products with no track record. An
established line has more attraction to a broker
than a new line as the established line has a
higher probability of generating commissions
at a higher rate and in a shorter period of time
than a new line. Brokers will usually request a
higher commission structure for a new untested
product line than an established line due to the
likelihood of increased costs to introduce the
new line. Brokers will also assess the ability of
the company to assist in the “pull off the shelf”
of both new and established product lines. It is
important to remember that a broker and the
broker’s sales team represents a limited
number of lines and therefore relies on each
product line to generate a consistent revenue
stream.

Brokers will usually charge between 3%
-15% on the “net” invoice price of shipments
to a retailer. The terms of payment on the
commission are usually net 30 days after
the shipment date or the date of receipt at
the store. The net invoice price is the price
charges after deductions for volume and other
discounts, freight, program fees and returns.
In some cases, a broker may request a
monthly retainer fee that is deducted against
commissions. The retainer is usually put in
place for a predetermined period or time and
is used to off-set the costs to the broker to
pioneer or introduce new lines or products that
have no established retail base in a class of
trade or retail track record.
Production Capacity & Quality Control
A broker makes a commission only on
the products that are delivered to a
retailer. The production capacity, quality
control and ability of company to deliver
an order on time, and complete, to a
retailer are the key factors that a broker
considers when deciding to represent
a company. Few food brokers will risk
their reputation on a product line that
does not have these attributes as new
lines are usually introduced to a retailer
on the “word” or reputation of a broker.
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A broker will only pioneer a line for a
limited period of time, usually 10-15
sales calls, before dropping the line
unless the “sell in” is strong enough
to justify the time in the store to
“push” the line onto the shelf. If the
product line is not taken up by
retailers fairly quickly then the line
will be dropped. Also if the line does
not generate reasonable stock turns
(at least the industry norms) at retail
then it will be dropped by both the
broker and the retailer.
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Targeted and Current Channels of
Distribution

deliver product on time, and the ability to grow
to meet future demand.

Brokers need to know the company’s
distribution plan for the product. Often brokers
are experts in one channel of distribution and
are not familiar with other channels, or have
contacts only in a specific channel. Brokers
will also need to know if the product is being
introduced into a channel that will compete
directly with their retail area of expertise. For
example, if the broker sells a product into a
health food store and the vendor then makes
a deal to sell to a national discount chain then
the broker may drop the line to protect his/her
other retail lines.

Servicing Retailers

Product Plan

Many brokers can offer their principles services
such as inventory control, product return
control, invoicing, order entry, customer service
and other services. The services are fee based
but can greatly assist smaller companies in the
start up or market entry mode.

Servicing retailers is the key component of a
broker’s business. The “truck to the door” is the
basis of all service and the broker will require
extensive information on how the product
is going to be delivered, orders allocated,
warehouse procedures, product return
procedures, quality control procedures recall
procedures, invoicing, accounts receivable and
the critical commissions paid.
Retail Invoicing & Other Services

The product plan or
product roadmap is
important as brokers
have to plan on the
resources to sell
increased SKUs
(stock keeping units) as the line expands at
retail. It is also important for a broker to know
if the line is just a product or is actually a
business opportunity. A product line with no
road map is usually not considered a long
term business by most brokers but could be
considered an “opportunity sell” for a short
period of time.

The Distributor
The food distributor derives income solely
from the purchasing, reselling and physical
distribution of food products. The key
discussion points that company will have
with a distributor are the number of SKUs
(stock keeping units) in the product line, shelf
life, pack sizes, availability of replenishment
inventory, quality control, channels of
distribution, exclusivity and the margins
available to the distributor for distribution of the
products.

The Company Story
The company story is important to both brokers
and retailers. The story is an important vehicle
for communication to retailers, the business
rational behind the product line, and the
commitment of the principles to supporting
the product at retail. The story also indicates
to the retailers if the company has the internal
resources and operation plans in place to

Product margins (17%-35%)
Distributors rely on moving large volumes of
“cases” of food products in order to generate
profits. The margin on products sold to retailers
will vary on the type of product, the service
6
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selling lines if the order fill rate declines below
acceptable levels (95%+) for major retailers.
The value in a distribution company resides
exclusively in the customer base. If that
customer base is jeopardized due to poor
deliveries then the distributor will immediately
drop those lines that are creating the problem
and cannot replenish inventory on time.

required, and the norm in the industry. Margins
normally range from 17% to 35% for products
sold and delivered to retailers. The margins are
often “blended” in a line of similar products, such
as a line of 250 gram yogurts, to achieve retail
price points that are “line priced” or competitively
priced. Products from one company’s product
line are often “bundled” with other company’s
product lines to assist in the introduction of new
products to a food retailer. The bundling also
is used to develop promotional programs with
retailers.

Channels of Distribution/Territory
The channels of distribution and the territory
are important for a distributor as often there are
conflicts with other distributors who carry the
same product line for a competing channel of
distribution. For example, a distributor may have
a product line that is restricted to being sold only
into the health channel while another distributor
has the rights to the same line for grocery stores.

Number of SKUs
SKU maintenance is important to a distributor
as a larger distributor may stock up to 100,000
SKUs of product. The purchase, storage, selling,
distribution, invoicing and replenishing of each
SKU is considered when a new product line SKU
is introduced. It is not unusual for a distributor
not to stock all the SKUs of a company’s product
line due to inventory investment and inventory
management concerns in the distributors
warehouse.

Distributors want clear channels of distribution
and clear territory boundaries and prefer
exclusivity on all channels. Distributors do not
want to pioneer a line, and then have the territory
“poached” by another distributor.

It is important for a company to have a clear
knowledge as to the total SKUs a distributor
stocks and distributes to retailers. The concern
for many companies is to get “lost in the
assortment” of a distributor that stocks and sells
10,000 -100,000 SKUs. It is impossible for the
distributor’s field and in house sales personnel
to focus on more than a limited number of SKUs
during any one filed sales call of 45 minutes. It
is useful to keep in mind that a new product line
can easily be lost in a warehouse of 10,000 100,000 SKUs.

Program Fees

Inventory Replenishment

Distribution Agreement

The key to a distributor’s success is ensuring a
minimum of a 95% fill rate for major retailers and
90% for independents. Inventory replenishment
is a key feature of the distributor - vendor
relationship. Distributors will drop even good

A “friendly” distribution agreement is usually the
basis for the development of a good working
relationship between a distributor and a vendor.
The following is one example of a friendly
agreement.

Distributors normally require that the vendor
(company) pay all program and promotional
fees, however in some instances promotional
allowances can be shared. Distributors will
request a “manufacturer’s chargeback” on a
program where the vendor is billed back by the
distributor for discounts and other charges that
were incurred to run a promotion. It should be
noted that program fees, allowances, and charge
backs are usually negotiable.
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DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT
VENDOR INFORMATION
Vendor Name:
Product Line: (If different from Vendor Name)

Mailing Address:

Pick Up Address: (If different from Mailing Address)

Phone:

Fax:

Contact Name(s):

Payment Terms:

PRODUCT INFORMATION / DETAILS
Guaranteed Sale:
(To LNP)

Sample Policy:

Return Rules:

1
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Vendor Policies and Procedures
(1) Purchase Orders
The Distributor may place orders with the Vendor by fax or electronic purchase order or by any other means agreed to by
the Distributor and Vendor. The Vendor agrees to confirm all purchase orders, received from the Distributor within 24 hours
of receipt.
(2) New Item Support
In the event that THE VENDOR’s products prove unviable, THE DISTRIBUTOR reserves the right to discontinue THE
VENDOR’s products from THE DISTRIBUTOR warehouse(s). All unsold and market worthy products are to be picked
up by THE VENDOR upon request by THE DISTRIBUTOR with full reimbursement to THE DISTRIBUTOR at THE
DISTRIBUTOR’s landed cost of goods.
(3) New Vendor/Item Forms
THE DISTRIBUTOR’s vendors submitting new items for THE DISTRIBUTOR warehouses must complete THE
DISTRIBUTOR Vendor Package (including new vendor form, product information forms and new product overview). In
addition, prior to any new products being accepted into THE DISTRIBUTOR’s warehouse(s), at least 2 live sample units
(at time of presentation), and 3 live sample cases (for warehouse slotting and sales team presentation purposes) must be
submitted to THE DISTRIBUTOR’s Brand Manager. THE VENDOR is responsible for providing item/category performance
ranking on all products submitted.
(4) Execution Plan
After signing this Vendor Agreement and completing the Vendor Package, Vendor shall provide THE DISTRIBUTOR with
a completed “Execution Plan”, which includes product categorization, pricing, 12 month promotional plan with associated
allowances, desired primary and secondary placement with retail locations and target retailers.
(5) New Product Set-Up Requirements
All products must have a UPC number, both on the items and the outer shipping case. If THE VENDOR and THE
DISTRIBUTOR mutually agree that THE DISTRIBUTOR can cut THE VENDOR’s cases, THE VENDOR will be charged a
cut case fee of 1% added to THE DISTRIBUTOR’s distribution margin. This section will not apply to samples sent to THE
DISTRIBUTOR personnel or customers.
(6) Payment Terms & Pricing Policy
Payment for Products ordered shall be Net 30 days, unless otherwise agreed in writing by THE DISTRIBUTOR. The
payment due date is calculated from date of receipt of invoice at THE DISTRIBUTOR’s billing address.
(7) Price Change Notification
THE DISTRIBUTOR’s Brand Manager must receive any of THE VENDOR’s price changes at least 90 days prior to THE
VENDOR’s price change effective date. No price changes will be accepted during deal periods. If THE VENDOR has
an EDLP or EDLC Agreement in place with a retailer, then THE VENDOR will honour any cost difference caused by a
price increase until that EDLP or EDLC Agreement expires. Price changes must be accompanied by a price change
justification indicating the reason for each price change. THE VENDOR will also be responsible for completing any/all
commodity paperwork, where applicable, for Head Office price increases. THE DISTRIBUTOR reserves the right to reject
the submitted price change if the increase is rejected by mass chain account(s), if the increase is unreasonable in light
of available information from the marketplace or what competing price change submissions reveal. In the event of a price
decrease, price protection of existing warehouse stock is required and THE DISTRIBUTOR reserves the right to debit THE
VENDOR for a change in the lost inventory value based on the effective date of the wholesale price decrease.
(8) Shipping & Receiving
Any Vendor that attempts to deliver a P.O. to any of THE DISTRIBUTOR warehouses with no appointment will be subject
to a $150 fee that will apply if THE DISTRIBUTOR elects to take the load. Any missed appointment greater than 1 hour
will also be subject to $100 fee at which point THE DISTRIBUTOR reserves the right to refuse and reschedule if deemed
necessary.
(9) Delivery
Deliveries shall be made when, where and in such quantities as specified by THE DISTRIBUTOR’s purchase order. All
deliveries of THE VENDOR products to THE DISTRIBUTOR are F.O.B. the VENDOR warehouse in Brampton, Ontario.
THE VENDOR or designate shall notify THE DISTRIBUTOR’s Transportation Department and THE DISTRIBUTOR’s
Procurement Team if a delivery is not expected to be made on time. If notice is not given that delivery is expected to be late
then THE DISTRIBUTOR may cancel the delivery immediately upon written notice to THE VENDOR. THE VENDOR may
take reasonable steps, at its own cost, to expedite delivery.
2
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(10) Order Fill Rate
THE VENDOR shall maintain a fill rate of 98% or higher on a constant basis measured by each purchase order. THE
VENDOR shall advise THE DISTRIBUTOR by way of a written explanation (via email to the DISTRIBUTOR Brand Manager)
of any product that is out of stock or will be out of stock in excess of 30 days, including an estimated date of availability for
the out of stock product(s) and THE DISTRIBUTOR may share this explanation with retailers. Items that do not ship against
THE DISTRIBUTOR purchase orders for 60 days may be discontinued at THE DISTRIBUTOR’s discretion.
(11) Pallet Program
Any THE VENDOR or shipping company charge to THE DISTRIBUTOR for pallets must be negotiated in advance between
THE VENDOR or its shipping company and THE DISTRIBUTOR’s relevant category manager.
(12) Excess Quantity Shipped
If THE VENDOR ships more than the quantity of products stated on THE DISTRIBUTOR’s purchase order for any SKU,
THE DISTRIBUTOR will receive all goods shipped but may deduct 25% from the invoiced cost of the excess product,
or, return the excess product at THE VENDOR’s expense. THE DISTRIBUTOR will not pay for items shipped by THE
VENDOR that are not on the DISTRIBUTOR purchase order.
(13) Promotional Offers
Off invoice allowance is the preferred method of compensating THE DISTRIBUTOR for THE VENDOR promotions. However
THE DISTRIBUTOR can accommodate MCB allowances (as referenced below) where THE VENDOR will be charged back
by the case and/or unit allowance after the promotional period has ended. All allowances must be evenly divisible by case
pack to ensure the proper pricing to the retailer. Deal dates should be submitted at least 3 weeks prior to the promotional
start date. THE DISTRIBUTOR reserves the right to refuse late deals. Promotional allowances and activity negotiated
with retailers directly by THE VENDOR’s personnel or other agents of THE VENDOR shall be coordinated solely by THE
VENDOR, inclusive of all paperwork, presentations and the like.
(14) Manufacturer Charge Backs (MCB)
THE DISTRIBUTOR can undertake to make arrangements to bill back THE VENDOR for promotions. The bill back amount
will be based on outbound case movement to the retailer undertaking the promotion during the promotional period. The
bill back amount per case will be provided by THE VENDOR to THE DISTRIBUTOR in written form by THE VENDOR
personnel.
(15) Vendor Credits and Bill Backs
THE DISTRIBUTOR reserves the right to pass through certain expenses which THE DISTRIBUTOR has incurred from
retailers on behalf of THE VENDOR regardless of the time of expense. It is mutually agreed that the credits and bill backs
will generally be presented in a reasonable period of time from when the DISTRIBUTOR was advised of the credit request
and bill back. It is also mutually agreed that THE VENDOR and THE DISTRIBUTOR will identify the type and nature of
expenses that will be subject to credit or bill back.
These expenses will generally include, but are not limited to; store level spoils (where applicable), charges for product
discontinued by the retailer, free fills, samples, credits for recalls and manufacturer defects. THE DISTRIBUTOR will
provide THE VENDOR with a recap containing a summary of expenses that THE DISTRIBUTOR has incurred on behalf of
THE VENDOR by customer, by store and the nature and amount of the chargeback.
(16) Product Quality Charges
Product quality charges are any costs or expenses that originate from retailers and that will require credit for THE VENDOR’s
products. These charges may include but are not limited to, mislabelled product, damaged product, leaking product, etc. In
the event that a product quality instance occurs, then THE VENDOR will credit THE DISTRIBUTOR the list price to THE
DISTRIBUTOR for the product.
(17) Extra Fees
It is understood by THE VENDOR that THE VENDOR is responsible for the payment of any set-up fees that retailers
may charge to input or process THE VENDOR approved promotional programs, new product listing fees, advertising and
marketing allowances and other activities and programs undertaken by retailers on THE VENDOR’s behalf.
Customer deductions resulting from THE VENDOR negotiated programs will be deducted by THE DISTRIBUTOR from
THE VENDOR invoices, as received, unless alternate arrangements have been made between THE DISTRIBUTOR and
THE VENDOR.
ECC Net set up charges, as well as annual maintenance fees, will be deducted from THE VENDOR as incurred.
All mandatory and THE VENDOR approved supported programs deducted by any retailer will also be passed back to THE
VENDOR with the appropriate accompanying documentation to support the deduction. THE DISTRIBUTOR requests
that THE VENDOR presentations to THE DISTRIBUTOR retail customers which involve extra fees be made with the
DISTRIBUTOR Account Manager assigned to that customer.
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It is mutually agreed that THE VENDOR reserves the right to negotiate and/or approve any and all fees that may be charged
to THE VENDOR by THE DISTRIBUTOR customers prior to the implementation of any program or promotion or the like.
(18) Request for Repayment
In the event that THE VENDOR wishes to dispute any promotional offers, MCB’s or vendor credits, THE DISTRIBUTOR
requests that THE VENDOR electronically forward a detailed notification identifying the reason for the dispute to THE
DISTRIBUTOR’s Brand Manager within 90 days of THE VENDOR being notified of the deduction. THE VENDOR is
responsible for providing all necessary back up and/or detail when sending the written notification. THE VENDOR will be
credited within 30 days for the appropriate deductions if THE DISTRIBUTOR determines that an error has occurred.
(19) Item Discontinuation, UPC or Product Changes by Vendor
THE VENDOR guarantees the return purchase from THE DISTRIBUTOR of all THE VENDOR’s discontinued items. THE
DISTRIBUTOR will provide THE VENDOR with a full count of remaining inventory. THE VENDOR will also honour all retailer
returns of discontinued items for a period of 60 days following the notice to THE DISTRIBUTOR by THE VENDOR of the
discontinuation of the product. THE VENDOR products that have a UPC number or other significant material packaging or
product changes that will impact THE DISTRIBUTOR’s ability to sell the product will be removed from THE DISTRIBUTOR
inventory and THE DISTRIBUTOR will notify THE VENDOR to arrange for immediate disposition. If THE VENDOR does
not reply or make arrangements for product disposition within 30 days from notice, THE DISTRIBUTOR will dispose of the
affected product and charge the full landed cost back to THE VENDOR.
(20) Product Recall
If THE VENDOR becomes aware that any products sold by THE VENDOR to THE DISTRIBUTOR are defective, may
be or may become harmful to anyone then THE VENDOR shall immediately give written notice to THE DISTRIBUTOR’s
Procurement Team by email, verbally and electronically or verbally and by written notice sent by expedited courier,
whichever is fastest. Said notice shall include the severity level of the recall, the relevant UPC’s, product lot numbers,
product description and all other relevant information. THE VENDOR shall assist and cooperate with THE DISTRIBUTOR
in all respects of the recall of THE VENDOR’s products.
THE DISTRIBUTOR shall also charge THE VENDOR for costs that THE DISTRIBUTOR incurs in order to execute the
product recall at all warehouses, from its delivery trucks on route and from its retail customers’ backrooms and shelves.
The deductions are as follows:
1) Recall involving only warehouse hold for return or destruction: $100/SKU per warehouse.
2) Recall involving a “quality concern” and field personnel intervention: $150/SKU per warehouse.
3) Recall involving a “health risk or hazard” and field personnel intervention: $250/SKU per warehouse
(21) Conversion to Warehouse
THE DISTRIBUTOR recognizes that on occasion, THE VENDOR product listings initially pioneered and developed by the
DISTRIBUTOR Sales Team may be converted to a Warehouse listing at the request of either the Retailer or THE VENDOR.
THE DISTRIBUTOR shall be recognized and compensated for their selling efforts for a minimum period of one (1) year
following the conversion. 2% of the total net sales of the product for the previous 12 month period will be charged back to
THE VENDOR. In the event that the selling period for the product is less than one (1) year then the amount to be charged
back will be mutually agreed upon.
(22) Term of the Agreement
The Term of this Agreement shall be for a period of three (3) calendar years from the last date of the signing of the
Agreement by both parties, i.e. the anniversary date. The Agreement shall be automatically renewed for a period of two (2)
years, following the end of the first three (3) year term unless either parties gives written notice to the contrary ninety (90)
days prior to the end of the first term.
(23) Termination of the Agreement
Either party can terminate the Agreement by giving written notice to the other party a minimum of ninety (90) days prior to
the anniversary date of the Agreement.
(24) Best Effort
Each party agrees to give their best efforts and to commit the necessary and appropriate resources to ensure the success
of this Agreement and the development of THE VENDOR products in all channels of the Canadian retail food market.
(25) Distribution
It is agreed by both THE VENDOR and LNP that THE VENDOR products will be stocked in all LNP warehouses and
distributed to retail customers in all the provinces of Canada.
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I

have read and agree to THE DISTRIBUTOR’s

Distribution Agreement and have binding authority as an authorized representative of the VENDOR.

THE VENDOR’s Authorized Signature

Date

Print Name

Title

THE DISTRIBUTOR’s Authorized Signature

Date

Print Name

Title

Pros and Cons of Using a Broker
As a rule, brokers are not responsible for the
shipping, invoicing or inventory control of
products at the store level. The broker’s role
is to make the sale, represent the “line” to
the
5
retailer and assist on the “pull” of the products
at retail.

Many small companies make the decision to hire
a food broker to sell the product into stores and
develop programs with the retailer. The broker
is a contract sales representative and besides
conducting the sales many brokers offer a wide
range of services, for a fee, to their principles.
12

Section 6

Pros and Cons of Using a Broker
PROS

CONS

Food brokers normally “handle” or represent a
limited number (8-15) of food companies in a
specific geographic area. The broker succeeds
by placing the products of these companies in
a number of key retail accounts. The broker
must maintain excellent relationships with
both the retailers and the companies that they
represent. Brokers will normally work with
retail store staff to promote the “lines” that they
carry and provide the companies that they
represent with a varying degree of information
and services. Some brokers will even invoice
the retailer on behalf of the company they
represent.

Food brokers will normally charge a fee or
commission of 5-10% on the net invoiced price of
all products shipped into the retail stores of the
customers that they service. Brokers are normally
not responsible for the shipping or invoicing of
products that they represent though they may
provide “retail sell through” information.
Normally a new line is dropped if the broker fails to
sell it to the majority of their primary customers. In
addition, if sales in a line slow down, the line may
be dropped in favour of a newer, more potentially
lucrative line.

Brokers are very selective in the lines that they
represent as the cost of servicing these lines is
high ($300- $400 per sales call) and the sales
of these lines must be sufficient to not only pay
all operating costs but generate a net profit.
Brokers will normally have fairly rapid access
to retailers as they represent a number of lines
that the retailer “carries” and will usually not
introduce a line to a retailer unless they are
reasonably certain that the retailer will “list” the
line and that the line will “move” at retail. This
process can greatly expedite the introduction of
a new line at retail.
Pros
•
•
•
•

Established relationship with retailers
Experienced and effective sales force
Sales costs for vendors are fixed
Can offer multiple services (invoicing,
inventory control, sales reports)

Cons
• Represents limited number of lines and
will not often “pioneer” new lines unless a
retainer fee is provided.
• Will not devote a significant amount of time
to new lines if not successful right away
• Quick to drop lines that are not immediately
productive
• Vendor is responsible for all logistics,
financing receivables, returns, invoicing
13

Section 6
Pros and Cons of Using a Distributor
Retailers will often refer to a food distributor as a “truck to the door.” The distributor typically
purchases products from vendors and resells them to retailers. The distributor requires a margin of
20%-30% to purchase and stock inventory, sell, deliver and invoice the products.

PROS

CONS

The specialty or independent store will
normally deal with two or three distributors
and several dozen independent vendors.
Vendor management becomes achievable with
a limited number of contacts. A chain buyer
may buy for 4-10 categories of products and
deal with 6-10 distributors, dozens of major
nationals, and also be responsible for category
management of thousands of items. There is
limited time to return a phone call or e-mail,
much less attend a meeting on a new product.

Distributors may carry between 1,500 and 50,000
stock keeping units (SKUs). Most distributors’
sales reps only spend between 20-40 minutes in
a store each day. In that period they must handle
returns, answer questions, take orders and talk
about new or existing products in three or four
departments. In order they not get “lost in the
assortment” the small company must ensure that
the distributor has top of mind awareness about
the brand and “work” the stores to ensure sell
through and demand.

Distributors will purchase products directly
from their vendors, stock inventory, take orders
from retailers, manage the inventory on the
shelf, service the retailers needs, introduce
new products into retail, deliver the products to
the stores (DSD - direct store delivery), handle
the returns, and normally assist in any product
recalls.

Distributors will drop a line that is not performing
and usually will not pick up the same line that they
have dropped. It should be noted that the line may
not perform at retail for a number of reasons totally
unrelated to the quality of the product. Examples
include shelf placement, pricing, number of
facings, location in the store, out of stocks due
to poor reorder cycles and the distributor not
purchasing enough products.

The distributor will normally specialize in a
category area such as frozen or in a number
of areas such as fresh, grocery or deli but not
frozen. The distributor may be a conventional,
natural or organic distributor or a combination
of all.
The distributor survives by delivery of products
to retailers and is usually on the hunt for new
lines to carry. The distributor, like the broker,
has a relationship with the retailer that can
assist in the placing of new products on the
shelf. The distributor will normally not take on a
line of products that they feel cannot be moved
into their distribution channel. The actual cost
of carrying a non-productive line is very high
and is the reason most distributors will drop
existing lines and bring in new lines on a
regular basis.

The principles of a small line can lose control
of their products at retail and lose control of the
relationship with the retailer. Most distributors
insist on maintaining the relationship with the
retailer and will discourage the development of an
independent relationship.
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Pros and Cons of Using a Distributor continued
Pros
• Established relationships with retailers
• Logistics and administrative systems in
place
• Sales force and customer service
systems in place
• Stock inventory and place orders with
vendors
• Carry retail receivables
• Bundle vendor programs for retailers
• Focus on moving product
• Regularly searches for new established
lines
• New lines can be placed due to
relationship with retailers

Cons
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Relationships will vary with retailers
Carries between 5,000 and 100,000 SKUs
Order taker rather than sales driver
Reluctant to stock untested lines
May pay vendors in 120-180 days
Product line may be lost in the assortment
or it may be discounted to help move other
lines
Lines will be dropped quickly if not
performing as planned
Will only interview a limited number of lines
and are reluctant to pioneer
Lose control of the relationship with the
retailer and lose control of the distribution
channels

Section 6

Differences between Broker and Distributor Approach
ELEMENTS

BROKER

DISTRIBUTOR

Commission Rate or Margin

5%-10% Commission on Net
Invoiced Price

17% -30% Margin on
Wholesale Price

Established Line or
Pioneering

Higher commission for
pioneering and limited time
devoted to selling new line

New lines with no customers
may require terms such as
Guaranteed Sales and 30%
Margin

Channels of Distribution

Works in existing channels; will
not pioneer new channels for
untested products

Uses existing channels to
move product; may take on
new line to develop new
channel of distribution

Product Plan

Interested in long term product
plan or road map

View current product from
an investment perspective;
will not commit to stocking
additional items

Retail Program

Will develop programs for
the product but vendor is
responsible for the program

Will look to bundling new
product into existing programs;
vendor and distributor will
often share program costs

Delivery

Looks to ensure that
vendor has product delivery
requirements under control

Vendor looks to ensure that
distributor has product delivery
requirements under control

Service

Broker sales force to service
accounts on a weekly or set
basis

Sales representatives to
provide feedback. In store
training and vendor to be
given time to train sales
representatives

Invoicing and Administration

Vendor responsible unless
otherwise negotiated

Retail terms of sale and
receivables are distributor
responsibility

Product Returns

Vendor responsible for
disposition of returns and
issuing credits

Distributor handles returns and
issues credit to store which are
deducted from vendor invoice

Inventory

Vendor carries all inventory

Distributor stocks inventory
on an as needed basis or set
week’s sales
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Food Distribution Organizations
COLABOR

There are several food distribution organizations
that function as buying groups and distributors
for both small and medium size retailers across
Canada. The following is a brief listing of some of
these organizations:

Colabor LP, founded in 1962, is an integrated
food marketing and distribution network
operating in Quebec, Atlantic Canada and
Ontario.

ITWAL

DISTRIBUTION CANADA

ITWAL Limited as a company was founded in
1966 by a small group of independent wholesale
distributors in Southern Ontario. They formed
ITWAL to combine their collective buying
power thereby enabling them to compete more
effectively for the benefit of their customers.
Since those early days 36 years ago, ITWAL
has evolved into a national distribution network
of wholesale distributor members operating 126
warehouses covering all of Canada from Victoria,
BC to St. John’s, NF in urban and rural markets,
large and small.

Distribution Canada Inc. (D.C.I.) was formed
as a buying group for “Independent, Canadian
Grocers” in 1981. To date, membership has
grown to include the independent grocer, small
grocery chains, wholesalers/distributors, a
mass merchandiser, a drug chain and C-store
chains.
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For additional information pertaining to the Grocery Retail Guide, please contact:
Bryan Kosteroski
Value Chain Specialist
Agriculture Council of Saskatchewan
104 - 411 Downey Road
Saskatoon Saskatchewan
Canada S7N 4L8
Office (306) 975-6851
Cellular (306) 229-8986
Email – kosteroskib@agcouncil.ca
Website – www.saskvaluechain.ca
The Agriculture Council of Saskatchewan (ACS) Inc. has developed this electronic guide for the Canadian
Grocery Retail Industry as part of its continuing efforts to support the agriculture and agri-food industry
and develop the capacity and tools for food growers and processors to enter the Canadian Grocery Retail
Industry.
The purpose of the guide is to provide food growers and processors with a better understanding of the
Grocery Retail Industry and how to tap into business opportunities within it. ACS has engaged Ackerman
& Associates, consultants to the Grocery Retail Industry, to help create this powerful reference tool.
Ackerman & Associates is an alliance of senior consultants focusing on business strategy support –
research, value chain design and implementation – for the Grocery Retail Industry.
Acknowledgements:
Terry Ackerman - Principal, Ackerman & Associates

www.saskvaluechain.ca
DISCLAIMER
WHILE EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO ENSURE ACCURACY, NONE OF THE SPONSORING AGENCIES OR
AUTHORS ACCEPTS RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS. THE PUBLISHER, EDITORS, AND ALL
CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS PUBLICATION CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR PUBLICATION ERRORS OR ANY
CONSEQUENCES RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS PUBLICATION. THIS PUBLICATION IS INTENDED AS A GUIDE
ONLY. THE USER AGREES TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS OWN ACTIONS, AND INDEMNIFY HOLD HARMLESS, THE
PUBLISHER, EDITORS, AND ALL OTHER CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS PUBLICATION FROM AND AGAINST ALL CLAIMS
AND LOSSES OF ANY TYPE.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. NO PART OF THIS PUBLICATION MAY BE REPRODUCED, STORED IN A RETRIEVAL
SYSTEM, OR TRANSMITTED IN ANY FORM OR BY ANY MEANS, ELECTRONIC, MECHANICAL, PHOTOCOPYING,
RECORDING OR OTHERWISE, WITHOUT WRITTEN PERMISSION FROM THE AUTHORS.
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Funding for this project has been provided by Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada through the
Canadian Agricultural Adaptation Program (CAAP). In Saskatchewan, this program is delivered by the
Agriculture Council of Saskatchewan Inc.
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